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Block 19 cont!nued
"D'• During the I= rotation, each platoon's tactical mission perfor

and overall rotation performance was observed and rated by the
Observer/Ctroller (OC) assigned to the platoon during the two week
MMI rotation. The OC also provided mission performance and rotation
Performanoe ratings for the platoon leader and platoon sergeant.

Analyses were conducted to identify the H•me Station variables that
were associated with successful NirC unit performance. The~ results of L
these analyses included the following:

0 There was agreent between the ratings of platoon
performance given by the OC and that assigned by the
platoons' company commanders. This supports the use of OC
ratings for further research and training applications.

0 The analysis results suggested that platoon combat

performance is tied to the leadership effectiveness of the
platoon leader and platoon sergeant during the tactical
exercises. However, no relationship was observed between
Home Station leadership with either combat leadership or
unit combat performance.

* Soldier motivation, morale and cohesion at Home Station, and
leader effectiveness at NTC, was associated with the
exercise of the same leadership style during unit Ham
Station training - ore that emphasized positive feedback to
the soldiers and coaching soldiers on how they could improve
their perfonma-ce.

S TUnits which emphasized the develcpmmt of collective skills
in their Hone Station training tended to performed better at
MNC. Conversely, a negative relationship was oerved
between a unit euphasis on individual training and
subseqent NM perf-mance.

Thlre was an observed correlation betwn unit stability and
unit corbat performanc. This was especially pranced
with regard to unit leaders, so that units with leaders who
had been in their position longer performed better during
the C exrcses.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF UNIT TRAINING AND PERSONNEL FACTORS TO
COMBAT PERFORMANCE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Requirement:

To support large-scale research on the Home Station determinants of unit combat
performance through preliminary analysis of the data collected from the initial units
considered in this research. This analysis is intended to uncover promising directions
and trends in the linkage of unit personnel and training factors with simulated combat
performance at the National Training Center (NTC). These early findings will then serve
to guide the more extensive data analysis to occur later in this research.

Procedure:

Questionnaire and interview data were collected from a sample of 31 platoons in the
same brigade shortly before their rotation to the NTC for two weeks of intensive training
exercises under realistic combat conditions. These data concentrated on unit factors and
issues pertaining to unit leadership, cohesion and morale, unit training, and particular
personnel characteristics of the unit (e.g., unit turnover).

During the NTC rotation, each platoon's performance was observed and rated during
six force-on-force missions by the Observer/Controller (OC) assigned to the platoon. The
OC also provided mission performance ratings for the platoon leader and platoon
sergeant and rating of total performance across the entire rotation for the platoon, the
platoon leader, and the platoon sergeant.

A second Home Station data collection was conducted on a sample of the units
immediately after their return from NTC. This data collection gathered retrospective
data on the units' NTC performance from the unit members and leaders as well as data
on the determinants and effects of that performance.

Analyses were then conducted to identify the Home Station variables that were
associated with successful NTC unit performance.

Findings:

Results of analyses conducted on the collected data included the following:

"* There was agreement between the ratings of platoon performance given
by the OC and that assigned by the platoons' company commanders.
This supports the use of OC ratings for further research and training
applications.

"* The findings suggested that platoons' combat mission performance is tied
to the leadership effectiveness of the platoon leader and platoon sergeant
during the exercise. However, no relationship was observed between
Home Station leadership with either combat leadership or unit combat
performance.
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* Soldier motivation, morale and cohesion at Home Station, and leader
effectiveness at NTC, was associated with the exercise of the same
leadership style during unit Home Station training - one that em-
phasized positive feedback to the soldiers and coaching soldiers on how
they could improve their performance.
Units which emphasized the development of collective skills in their
Home Station training tended to performed better at NTC. Conversely,
a negative relationship was observed between a unit emphasis on in-
dividual training and subsequent NTC performance.
There was an observed correlation between unit stability and unit
combat performance. This was especially pronounced with regard to unit
leaders, so that units with leaders who had been in their position longer
performed better during the NTC exercises.

Utilization of Findings:

The results of this preliminary effort have identified several areas that are promising
research areas and of direct importance to the issues the Army faces in personnel and
training management. These will serve as focal areas for research in the continuing ARI
research program in this area.
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Each day leaders throughout the Army must make decisions regarding the manpower,
personnel, and training (MPT) issues effecting their commands. These decisions are as
varied as they are plentiful, ranging from Army-wide MPT policy formulation and
resource allocations to the day-to-day training and work assignments within small units.
However different these decisions may be, they are all directed at a single goal -

maximizing the combat readiness of Army units - and it is by the success with which
they advance this goal that alternative courses of action must be evaluated.

In general terms, there is little doubt regarding what desirable MPT factors are. More
training is better than less; higher ability soldiers are preferable over those who are less
capable. However, the decisions that Army leaders face on a daily basis are rarely so
clean-cut. More typically, they concern complex trade-offs among many interacting
factors. For decisions such as these, information is needed on not just what is beneficial,
but how that benefit compares to that of other factors and courses of action. Therefore,
to guide such decisions and maximize conditions supporting unit combat readiness,
information is required on how MPT factors operating in the Army unit environment
contribute to the unit's capability for successful combat performance.

This report describes the initial efforts and results of a project undertaken by the
Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) to identify how
MPT factors influence unit combat performance. To do this, the project (titled the
"Determinants of Combat Performance" project or, more simply, the Determinants
project) capitalizes on the rich data available on unit performance during realistically
simulated combat exercises at the National Training Center (NTC). These data, and
measures of unit effectiveness derived from it, provide what has been lacking up to now
to support research in this area - a credible criterion of unit performance. By collecting
extensive data on a unit's personnel and training during the months before its rotation
to NTC and then comparing those measures to the unit's subsequent NTC performance,
the project seeks to identify those personnel and training factors, processes, and proce-
dures that characterize successful combat units. Specifically, this project is examining
how unit NTC performance is related to Home Station factors in each of four domains -
unit training and training management, unit leadership, cohesion, and personnel char-
acteristics.

The focus of this report is the data collected in the first rotation of two battalions
considered in this project. This rotation was one conducted principally as a Special Focus
rotation on small unit leadership in support of another ongoing research program being
conducted by ARI for the Center for Army Leadership (Ratchford, D.L., Twohig &
Zimmerman, 1986; Twohig & Tremble, 1987; Twohig & Tremble, 1988). However, for the
purposes of the Determinants project, this rotation also gave the opportunity to do two
things:

"• To field test the data collection approaches and instruments which will
be used in the Determinants project

"* To conduct initial, exploratory analyses assessing the potential of per-
sonnel and training variables, as measured in the project, to account for
differences in unit combat performance.

The results from this rotation relating to the first of these objectives are reported
separately (Advanced Technology, 1988). The emphasis of this report is on the results of
the exploratory analyses linking unit MPT factors to simulated combat performance.
Coming early in the Determinants project, the results from this initial effort will serve
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first of all to identify the potential of the MPT factors considered in the Determina-i.4
project to account for differences in unit combat performance. Although the scope of the

project is considerable, it will not be possible to exhaustively sample all training,
leadership, cohesion and personnel factors possibly related to unit combat performance.
It is therefore useful at this early stage of the project to confirm that the variables
included in the project's design and the measures developed for them have potential as
predictors of unit performance. Beyond this, where predictive relationships are found
between Home Station MPT factors and unit NTC performance, the nature and patterns
of these relationships can suggest hypotheses to be tested and more fully explored o'ce
the more extensive data is ultimately included in the Determinants project data bas,:.
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METHOD

Overview

The data for this effort was collected from two battalions from a FORSCOM heavy
infantry division who participated in an NTC Special Focus rotation on small unit
leadership. These data were collected in the course of three phases:

"* Pre-Rotation Data Collection - This major data collection was
conducted shortly before the units deployed to the NTC with the purpose
of measuring the units on Home Station characteristics thought to be
important contributcrs to tactical performance. For the most part, these
measures were included in questionnaires and interviews administered
to unit personnel.

" NTC Data Collection - To provide the principal measures of unit
success at the NTC, ratings of platoon, platoon sergeant,and platoon
leader performance were collected from Observer/Controllers (OCs) at
the completion of each of the tactical missions undertaken across the 14
days of exercises. Summary measures of this performance were collected
from the same individuals at the completion of the rotation.

"* Post Rotation Data Collection - A final wave of data collection was
conducted two weeks after the units returned from NTC. This data
collection had two two purposes: (1) to collect retrospective data on the
units' performance at NTC, as seen by the units' commanders; and (2) to
obtain data from unit leaders on how important certain unit factors (e.g.,
leadership) were in supporting unit NTC performance.

Sample

The sample consisted of two combat battalions from the same brigade which par-
ticipated in an NTC Special Focus rotation on leadership. Of these, one battalion was
an Armor battalion while the other was Mechanized Infantry.

In the Pre-Rotation data collection, data was collected by teams of ARI and Advanced
Technology, Inc. (ATI) researchers in all of the line companies of the participating
battalions as well as the scout and mortar platoons in the HHC. This yielded a survey
sample of 340 service members, 198 NCOs, and 40 officers drawn from 31 platoons within
11 companies.

During the NTC exercises, data was collected by ARI researchers on the same 31
platoons from OCs assigned to the sample platoons for the duration of the exercises. One
OC was assigned to each of the platoons.

A restricted subsample of participants was interviewed and surveyed by ARI and ATI
staff members during the Post-Rotation data collection. This provided responses from
35 service members, 14 squad/crew leaders, 8 platoon sergeants, 7 platoon leaders, 6
company commanders, and the 2 battalion commanders.

(3)



The Ns for each of this effort's measures are indicated in the technical appendices
contained in Volume 2 of this report.

Measures

Unit NTC Performance

Two types of unit performance measures were used in this research. The first were
developed from ratings of platoon performance provided by NTC OCs. At the completion
of each mission performed by a sample platoon, the OC assigned to that unit completed
a short rating form (See Appendix B-1) concerning the quality of platoon performance
displayed during the mission. This rating was accomplished using a four-point rating,
ranging from "Poor" to "Excellent". We will refer to this measure as the Platoon's "Mission
Performance Rating" in this paper. At the end of the rotation, these ratings were again
accomplished, though at this time with regard to the overall rotation performance of the
platoon across the entire rotation. For purposes of explication, we will refer to these final
ratings as the "Overall Performance Ratings" for the platoon, to contrast them from the
Mission Performance Ratings accomplished throughout the rotation.

The second type of unit performance measure used in this research was collected
during the post-rotation data collection from the company commanders above the
participating platoons. Company commanders were asked to rate the performance of the
platoons which served under them at NTC using a five-point rating scale ranging from
"Far Below Standard" to "Far Above Standard". They provided these ratings separately
for the platoon's performance at the start of the rotation and at the rotation's end. The
same rating procedure was also used to solicit company performance data from battalion
commanders. In this paper, we will refer to the measures of platoon performance so
obtained as the platoon's "Commander's Performance Rating".

Leadership Measures

Measures of four leadership constructs were used in this research:

* Home Station leadership effectiveness

9 NTC combat leadership performance

* Criticality of leadership competencies to combat performance

- Leadership style displayed during Home Station training.

Each of these employed a different measurement approach.

Home Station Leadership Effectiveness

To evaluate the relationship between Home Station leadership and unit and leader
performance at NTC, measures were required on the Home Station leadership effective-
ness of the platoon leaders and platoon sergeants in the sample platoons. These
measures were obtained through a six-item scale contained on a larger questionnaire
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(See Appendix A) which also measured other constructs and issues beyond the scope of
this paper.

The six items asked the respondent to use a five-point scale to agree or disagree to
six statements about the individual being rated. These included five general areas of
leadership competence (e.g., 'Makes his soldiers want to do a good job") and a measures
of overall leader effectiveness. These items are presented as Items 101 - 106 in Appendix
A-

Platoon leaders and platoon sergeants were rated by their service members, squad
leaders and company commanders. Raters' responses to the six items were averaged into
a leader effectiveness scale score. These scale scores were then aggregated into a mean
service member and squad leader rating for each platoon leader and platoon sergeant.
These aggregate scores were then combined through averaging to produce a single
Subordinate Leader Effectiveness rating for each platoon leader and platoon sergeant.
The company commanders' scale scores were retained as a Superior Leader Effectiveness
rating for each rated individual.

Combat Leadership Performance

The OC assigned to each platoon during the NTC rotation rated the leadership
performance of the platoon leader and the platoon sergeant after each force-on-force
mission and assigned them an overall rotation performance rating at the rotation's end.
This rating was accomplished using the same four-point rating scale ("Poor", "Only Fair",
"Good", and "Excellent") used by the OC to rate platoon performance.

As with the OC ratings of platoon performance, we will refer to the averaged mission
performance rating as the platoon leader's or platoon sergeant's "Mission Performance"
and the rating given at the end of the rotation as the "Overall Performance Rating".

Due to the widely dispersed area over which the tactical missions were conducted, it
was not always possible for the OC to observe the performance of both the platoon leader
and the platoon sergeant during a mission. Under these circumstances, the OC did not
attempt to rate the individual he had not observed. This resulted in a sharply reduced
number of observations for the platoon leader and platoon sergeant mission performance
scores. The Ns for the mission performance ratings for the platoon leader and platoon
sergeant were reduced to 20 and 15, respectively. The overall rotation performance score
was available for all 27 platoon leaders and platoon sergeants.

Leadership Competency Criticality

An approach used in this effort to examine the relative importance of different aspects
of leadership to combat performance was to obtain direct ratings of the combat criticality
of specified leadership competencies.

1 Appendix A contains the version of the questionnaire administered to service members in the sample
platoons. For the measures considered in this paper, this version contained the same items employed in
the other versions, with some slight wording changes
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In the course of the Post-Rotation data collection, interviews were conducted with
members and leaders of the returning units. Part of this interview consisted of a "card
sorting" task in which the individuals being interviewed were asked to indicate the
relative importance of different leadership competencies to unit performance during
combat. The rating scheme used was similar to that employed for the Home Station
Leadership Effectiveness ratings described above. That is, the importance of platoon
leader competencies was rated by service members, squad leaders and company com-
manders while those of the platoon sergeant were rated by the service members and
squad leaders. For the purposes of analysis, the ratings provided by the squad leaders
and service members were combined into a single subordinate rating of each platoon
sergeant leadership competency.

Importance ratings were obtained for eleven leadership components (or leadership
"competencies") which had been identified by the Center for Army Leadership (CAL) in
their developing doctrine as essential elements of Army leadership. These competencies
are displayed in Table 1 along with the associated performance standards used to define
each competency to the raters.

The leadership competencies were rated by assigning each to one of three categories
according to its perceived importance to combat performance. These categories were
labeled "Critical", "Important", and "Less Important". In their instructions, raters were
asked to assign four competencies to the Critical category, three to the Important
category, and the remaining four to the category labeled Less Important.

From these ratings, a measure of competency importance was developed by comput-
ing the percentage of times that a given competency was assigned to the Critical category
by raters of each position. In the case of the platoon sergeant competencies, this measure
was computed separately for Subordinate and Superior raters.

Home Station Leadership Style

In addition to measures of the general leadership effectiveness of platoon leaders and
platoon sergeants at Home Station, data was also collected on their characteristic style
of their interaction with the soldiers in their platoon. To do this, items were included in
the Pre-Rotation questionnaire administered to service members concerning the type of
feedback they received from their platoon leader and their platoon sergeant during
training. Specifically, they were asked to indicate on a five point scale of ("Almost Never"
to "Almost Always") how often the platoon leader or platoon sergeant:

"• Told them specifically what they were doing right

"• Told them specifically what they were doing wrong

"* Told them specifically how to improve

"* Gave them the opportunity to actually correct their mistakes and im-
prove

This sequence of four items was asked first with regard to individual training and
then repeated for feedback during collective training (See Items 64 - 71 in Appendix A).

(6)



1 LEAUEIRSHIP COMP'ETENCY STANDARDS

Communication Communicates with Subordinates
Communicates with Superiors
Communicates with Other Units

Decision Making Decisive
Consults, but makes independent decisions
Good problem solving approaches

Flexible Adjusts to the situation
AI Deals well with the unexpected

Initiative Acts without direct orders tu accomplish
mission intent

Requests that supervisors reconsider
approach based on new information

Motivates Others Instills desire
Gets subordinates to do needed tasks,

even when they are tired

Planning Quality of plans
"limliness of plans
Consults with subordinates

Soldier/Team Development Builds teamwork
Takes care of soldier needs
Maintains discipline

Supervision Specifies tasks clearly to subordinates
- I,'Illulvr•,4 UII pug lSUl I NI111, l I L tasf'

Makes sure errors are corrected

Teach/Counsel Provides helpful feedback
Uses rehersals
Delegatesf to provide experience

Technicalf/actical Proficiency Knows tactics. METT-T, weapons
systems, maneuver equipment

Trust In Subordinates Allows subordinates to plan own areas of
responsibility

Table 1. Leadership Competencies and Standards
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The responses given about each platoon leader or platoon sergeant by his service
members were averaged for each item separately into an aggregated item score.

Home Station Training

In the Pre-Rotation Questionnaire administered to company commanders, two items
were asked with the purpose of characterizing the type of training the sample platoons
engaged in during their preparation for NTC. The first item asked about the quality of
training in each of six areas, with the company commander being asked to rate the
training on a five-point scale ranging from "Very Poor" to "Very Good". The.• training areas
that were rated concerned training conducted at different levels of individual and
collective skills. These included:

" Individual Training

"" Squad/Crew/Section Training

" Platoon Training

"* Company/Team Training

"* Battalion Training

"* Task Force Trainli ig 2

A second item asked the company commander to rate on a five-point scale ("Far Too
Little" - 'Far Too Much") tlhe amount of training conducted dui•-g ,the preceding six
months in five mission areas at the platoon and company level. These missions were:

"* Movement to Contact

"* Hasty Attack

"* Deliberate Attack (Day)

"* Deliberate Attack (Night)

"• Defense

Soldier Attitudes

Items were included in the Pre-Rotation Questionnaire administered to service
members to measure the level of cohesion, motivation, and morale among the soldiers in
the unit. Soldiers' scale scores in each of these areas were aggregated to produce platoon
measures in each of these areas.

Cohesion

The measure of unit cohesion used in the present effort was the Platoon Cohesion
Index (PCI) developed by ARI (Siebold, 1987). This twenty item instrument is broken

2 Other information indicated that Task Force level training occurred with such infrequency the the ratings
of training quality would not be meaningful
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into subscales measuring six elements of cohesion or forms of soldier bonding. These are
defined in terms whether the bonding is affective (based in the social or psychological
environment and includes feelings, emotions, and values) or instrumental (based in the
objective, task ce-itered environment and includes skills, competencies, and mission
focus). Each of these two types of bonding is further broken down according to whether
it refers to bonding among soldiers (Horizontal Bonding), bonding of the soldier to his
leader (Vertical Bonding), or bonding of the soldier to the organization of which he is a
member (Organizational Bonding). Thus the six PCI subscales were:

- Horizontai Affective Cohesion

* Horizontal Instrumental Cohesion

- Vertical Affective Cohesion

1 Vertical Instrumental Cohesion

- Organizational Affective Cohesion

- Organizational Instrumental Cohesion

The PCI items are presented as Items 20 - 39 in Appendix A.

Soldier Motivation

This construct was measured through two items included on the Pre-Rotation
Questionnaire. These items have a long history of demonstrated value in measuring this
construct as items on the Army's General Organizational Questionnaire (GOQ), the
Army's modification of the Michigan Survey of Organizations. These items (Items 53
and 54 in Appendix A) are:

"* "When performing my job, I work as hard as I possibly can to get the job
done"

"o "I work towards making my platoon look good"

Soldiers indicated their level of agreement or disagreement to these statements on a
five-point scale. These responses were combined into a Motivation scale score which was
aggregated to a platoon-level score.

Morale

Morale was assessed in much the same way as Soldier Motivation. Two items, also
drawn from the GOQ, were included in the Pre-Rotation Questionnaire to measure this
construct. These items (Items 49 and 51 in Appendix A) were:

- "My morale is high"

- "The morale in my unit is high"

Soldiers' responses to these two items were combined and then aggregate to platoon-
level scores.

Persornnel Characteristics

The initial section of the Pre-Rotation Questionnaire consisted of items asking about
the respondent's background. Most germane to the interests of this paper were items
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I asking how long the individual had been in his platoon and company (Items 17 and 18
in Appendix A); how long he had been in his current grade (Item 15 in Appendix A); his
level of experience with NTC (Items 13 and 14 in Appendix A); and the score on his most
recent Physical Readiness Test (Item 8 in Appendix A). When aggregated to the platoon
level, the responses to these items served as measures of the units' personnel charac-3 telistics.
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FINDINGS

The analyses conducted on the collected data were exploratory in nature, intended to
guide the development of research hypotheses rather than definitively testing them. This
was consistent with the goal of this initial effort - to identify areas for more rigorous
analysis in the larger Determinants project. This approach was further consistent with
and required by the limited nature of the data set available for analysis. Because the
sample consisted of only 31 platoons drawn from a single brigade and observed over a
single period in time, the rigor and generalizability of possible analyses allowed only an
exploratory level of analysis.

The principal analyses conducted on the collected data consisted of platoon-level
correlations computed:

e Among the measures of unit NTC performance - These correla.-
tions were examined to investigate how reliably unit performance can be
assessed through ratings by observers and participants in NTC exercises

- Among the measures of unit Home Station factors - Examination
of these correlations was undertaken to shed light on how Home Station
factors foster unit preparedness for NTC. Since the principal thrust of
the studied rotation was on small unit leadership, a consideration of the
relationship of unit leadership to other factors important to unit tactical
performance (e.g., soldier cohesion and motivation) was the main focus
of these analyses.

- Between measures of Home Station factors and of NTC perfor-
mance - Of greatest importance in examining this effort's results was
identifying those Home Station measures which appeared to offer
promise as predictors of unit performance. Therefore, the intercorrela-
tions between the set of Home Station measures and the measures of
NT1C performance were computed and examined to uncover patterns of
association between these two sets of measures.

B-2, and B-3, respectively, in Volume 2 of this report. Examination of these and
associated results revealed several patterns of results of particular consequence to the
Determinants effort and, more generally, to the identification of Home Station deter-
minants of unit tactical performance. These results are described in the remaining
sections of this chapter, organized by four of the major research areas of interest to this
project:

"* The measurement of unit performance

"* Unit leadership and cohesion

"* Unit training

"* Unit personnel characteristics.

While several of the findings considered in these sections point to a strong relationship
among these sets of variables, particularly between some Home Station factors and unit
performance, the limited sample size upon which they are based must be kept in mind
in weighing their implications. However strong the levels of association tay appear at
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this point, it will require confirmation with the larger Determinants data set before
serious conclusions can be drawn in these areas. Nonetheless, the results described in
the following sections highlight suggest that there exist several very promising areas for
further research and analysis in the Determinants project.

The Measurement of NTC Performance

As described earlier, the primary measure of unit NTC performance was the ratings
of mission and rotation performance given to each platoon by the OC assigned to it.
Although these OCs were in an excellent position to observe the platoon's operations and
had the experience and training needed to develop informed judgements on the unit's
performance, it remains to be determined whether these assessments have the necessary
psychometric quality to serve as research measures.

Ideally it would be desirable if the platoon's performance were to have been observed
by more than one OC. In such a case the assessments of the OCs who observed the same
platoon's performance could be compared to see if their assessments agreed. However,
since only one OC was available to observe each platoon during the force-on-force
missions, such an approach was not possible in this effort. Instead, the OC ratings were
compared to those provided by the platoons' company commanders.

Comparing the OC's estimates of platoon performance to those of the company
commanders can be expected to provide a conservative estimate of the reliability of these
measures. To be sure, both groups have the opportunity to observe the platoons'
performance during the same missions at the NTC. However, it can be expected that
there should be some inherent differences in the performance ratings they give to the
platoons because of their different interactions with the platoons during the rotation and
due to differing perspectives in evaluating the units' performance,. Nonetheless, to the
degree that there is a common understanding in the Army of the characteristics of
successful combat performance, the similarities in these raters's performance estimates
should overwhelm the differences in their perspectives on the units. We would therefore
expect that the OC ratings of platoon performance would be consistent with, but not
identical to, the performance estimates provided by the company commanders.

To examine this, a correlation was computed between the OC and company
commanders' estimates of platoon performance across the 13 platoons in the sample for
which both scores were available1 . In computing this correlation, the estimate which the
company commanders gave of the platoons' performance at the end of the rotation was
used as the best estimate of their level of performance during the rotation. The company
commander's rating correlated with the mean mission performance rating given by the
OC at a value of.48 (p.<05)2 , indicating agreement in the two estimates of platoon tactical
performance. On the other hand, the correlation of the company commander's rating
with the OC's rating of the platoon's overall rotation performance was nonsignificant (r

1 Since only a sample of the company commanders in the rotating battalions were interviewed in the
Post-Rotation data collection, commanders' ratings of platoon NTC performance was available for only
about half of the platoons in the sample

2 In light of the extensive research literatures linking training and leadership to performance, one-tailed
tests of significance were applied on the correlations in this research.
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3 .26, p =.19), suggesting that the agreement between the company commander's and
the OC's rating is established on how well the platoon performed during the force-on-force
"exercises. When the OC rates how well the platoon performed across the entire rotation
S(i.e., considers performance beyond the force-on-force engagements), his agreement with
tle company commander's estimate disappears.

While the OC and company commander's ratings were consistent, they were by no
means identical. Figure 1 displays the distributions of these measures. As indicated in
this figure, there is a striking difference in the level of performance reflected in the two
ratings with commanders seeing a higher level of performance, overall, than the OCs.
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Figure 1. Distributions of Commander Ratings and Observer/Controller Ratings of
Platoon NTC Performance.
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Unit Leadership

In line with the focus of the rotation, a line of analysis was undertaken to assess the
relationship between platoon leadership and tactical performance. Conceptually,
platoon leadership influences platoon performance in at least two ways.

"At Home Station, higher quality leadership contributes to the unit's state
of readiness and to its preparation for the NTC rotation. As a result., the
unit arrives at the NTC with a higher performance potential (i.e., with
better trained soldiers, higher morale and cohesion, etc.) and as a result
is more likely to perform well. This indirect linkage between leadership
and unit NTC performance is displayed in solid-line arrows in Figure 2.

" During the tactical exercises themselves, the exercise of superior leader-
ship will directly contribute to the unit's performance. This direct
linkage between leadership and unit NTC performance is shown as the
broken-line arrow between NTC combat leadership and unit perfor-
mance in Figure 2.

Thus, it can be expected that platoon leadership, as exercised by the platoon sergeant
(PS) and platoon leader (PL) at both the Home Station and NTC will be associated with
platoon NTC performance. Therefore, correlations assessing the relationship of Home
Station and NTC leadership to unit tactical performance were examined to evaluate the
strength of these two leadership/performance linkages.

cojjjnae
Readiness Performance

Soldier

Training Morale,
Motivation

Quality &
Cohesion

Figure 2. Possible linkages between leadership and unit NTC performance.
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Table 2. Correlations Among Measures of NTC Unit and Leader Performance.

NTC Combat Leadership and Unit Tactical Performance

Table 2 displays the correlations among the measures of platoon performance and
leadership, both measured by OC ratings. It should be noted in reviewing this table
tahat, as noted previously, OCs sometimes had difficulty in observing both the platoon
leader and platoon sergeant during the tactical mission. Thereibre the Ns underlying
these correlations vary with substantially less data available for the leader mission
performance measures (platoon leader N=20; platoon sergeantN=1 .5) than for the overall
ratings of their rotation performance (N=27). As indicated in the table, there is a strong
and consistent relationship among the measures of performance and both PL and PS
leadership. However, the very size and consistency of the correlations in this table raises
the question of whether these relationships might be only a reflection of a "halo effect"
in the OC ratings, rather than an indication of an association between leadership and
unit performance.

Owralation it~hCo CcrI0 MBlimst QL1ating of Ptatpon UPCO PýTforrnanci?

PL Mision Performanc • .84"3PL Ovaf Prfoirmne 6*
PS Mission Parlormance .39~

PS Overatl Performance .53"

1: N= 14 *p <.05P• -. 01
p < .001II

Table 3. Correlations Between OC Ratings of Leader Performance and Com-
mander Ratings of Unit NTC Performaxnce.
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STo assess tbis possibility, the correlations between the OC ratings of PL and PS
ef•ectiveness at MNC and the company commander ratings of platoon NTC pel flrmance
were examined. Since the measures of platoon performance and those of leader perfor-
mance are based on data from different raters, the correlations between the measures
can not be inflated by a halo effect. These correlations (See Table 3) likewise show a
strong relationship between platoon leadership and performance, supporting the inter-
pretation that a sizable relationship exists between the exercise of combat leadership
and battle outcome.

A third line of analysis likewise explored the combat leadership/tactical performance
relationship. After each mission, the OCs rated how important platoon leadership was
in determining the platoon's performance during the mission. In aggregated form, the
scores provide a direct rating of the importance of leadership to combat performance.
The distribution of these scores, displayed in Figure 3, shows that by and large, QCs
attribute considerable importance to leadership in determining combat outcomes. This
rating are especially noteworthy because they come from individuals who observe and
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Figure 3. OC Ratings of the Importance of Leadership to Platoon Mission

Performance

analyze tactical engagements on almost a daily basis and have the opportunity to observeImany different units operate in realistic combat conditions. The importance rating they
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give to leadership is therefore one based on a foundation of observation and experience.

Home Station Leadership and NTC Leadership

If, as the earlier results suggest, combat leadership is strongly associated with unit
performance at NTC, the question remains as to whether this is a direct or a indirect
relationship. It is possible that the results described in the previous section are not due
to a direct combat leadership/unit performance association, but rather are an indirect
reflection of a relationship between Home Station leadership and unit performance.

If good leaders at Home Station are also good leaders at NTC, then the measures of
Home Station leadership and NTC leadership will be correlated and it will be impossible
in this data set to separate their independent effects on unit NTC performance. Under
these conditions, it would be possible that the correlations observed in the previous
section between NTC leadership and unit performance are actually reflecting the
contribution of Home Station leadership to unit NTC performance. If, on the other hand,
it can be shown that good Home Station leaders do not necessarily display good leadership
at NTC, then the high correlations between NTC leadership and unit performance can
only reflect a direct relationship between these variables.

T He U0orrelationls betLween- the Weasuares ofL homeLJL" StationjL leadershi'p and NTLC' lelader-

ship are displayed in Tables 4 and 5 for the PL and PS, respectively. The results for the
PL shown in Table 4 are unambiguous in revealing no association in leadership displayed
in the two settings. The results are less clean-cut for PS leadership. The significant
correlations found between the SM and company commander ratings of Home Station
leadership on the one hand with the OC ratings of NTC leadership on the other suggest
the possibility that the PS's leadership functions and required capabilities may be. similar
in the two settings. This is slightly reinforced by the marginally insignificant c rrelation
(r = .31, p .06) between company commander ratings of Home Station lead( ship and

'Aating of PL.Mome P dslnP vrl

SM Rating .08 .21

SL RatirlD. .20 .24

Co Cdr Ratl•ng .14 .16

1: N-27

Table 4. Correlations Between Ratings of PL Home Station Leadership Effec-

tiveness & PL NTC Performance.
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Rating of PS Home mission -PS Overall
Station Ef`e[ttvenr-m ! Perfom:. Performance

. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .+ .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .-. -. . . .. . . .- .. . .. .....: . . . ' : . . .. . ... . . . . .

SM Rating .64~ .10

SL Rating .24 .29

Co Cdr Rating .31 .33*

1: N-27 p<..05

• p .01

Table 5. Correlations Between Ratings of PS Home Station Leadership Ef-
fectiveness & PS NTC Performance.

the OC's average rating of the PS' mission effectiveness. However, taken as a whole,
these results do not lend compelling support to this possibility.

These results generally support the notion that combat leadership is different from
leadership required in garrison and that the correlations between leadership at NTC and
unit NTC performance truly reflect a direct relationship between these two variables.

Home Station Leadership and Unit NTC Performance

The Home Station leadership effectiveness of each platoon leader and platoon ser-
geant was rated by the service members and squad leaders in the platoon and by the
company commander above them. If Home Station leadership is correlated to NTC

*Statioi Eftectinnna"
I Platoon Mission Platoon Overall

FlRater fisted Leadi" I Pronnc ~ tnso

-SM PL .26 .14

PS.19 .03

SL I L.17 -.01

Co Cdr. K,28 .07

PS.40* .25

1: N-28 'p<.0 5

Table 6. Correlations Between Home Station Leadership Effectiveness and
Platoon NTC Performance.
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performance, we would expect that these measures would be related to the platoon's
performance at NTC. Table 6 presents these correlations. With a single exception, these
correlations indicate that the Home Station leader&3hip of neither the platoon leader nor
the platoon sergeant is associated with the platoon's performance at the NTC.

Combat Leadership and Soldier Motivation

;fi S ntt thiroug-h itA% re1Rt.innshin to Bome Station leadershiu. then by what means
does combat leadership influence unit performance at NTC? Certainly the tactical
decisions made by the leader during combat can influence the battle outcome. But
leadership operates principally by its influence on subordinate performance arnd there-
fore some relationship between cembat leadership and soldier motivation would be
expected. To ga-in some insight into how combat leadership influences unit operations
and performance, correlations were calculated between the OC ratings of leaders' NTC
performance and the Home Station measures of soldier cohesion, morale and motivation.
These correlations are displayed in Table 7. Significant correlations in this table are,
restricted to the associations between the motivation, morale, and cohesion measures to
platoon sergeant performance during the tactical Missions.

Inspection of the correlations of this measure with the cohesion subscales allows some
insight into why these results are obtained. Among the cohesion subscales, it is the
histrumental cohes~ion subscales (and especially that of vertical instrumental cohesion)
that are correlated to platoon sergeant combat leadership. These subs*;ales reflect the
soldiers' bonding to the unit on the basis of the unit's advancement of their personal and
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collective goals. It appears that the platoon sergeant's skills and attributes that underlie
his successful combat performance at NTC are apparent to his subordinates at Home
Station. Here they inspire confidence in the unit with associated increases in soldiers'
cohesion, motivation, and morale. These attributes can only further enhance the unit's
combat potential.

The lack of any relationship between platoon leader combat leadership and soldier
motivation, morale, and cohesion may reflect the fact that the platoon leader has less
direct contact with the soldiers in the unit and therefore less of a roie in inspiring their
confidence in their unit and their bonding to it.

The Importance of Leadership Cornpetencies

Leadership is not a single factor but encompasses a wide variety of functions and
skills. While the results discussed earlier suggest that leadership may make an impor-
tant contribution to battle outcomes, they leave unclear which specific leadership
functions are most important in influencing the imit's combat performance. To probe
this issue, analyses were performed on the ratings which were given to the CAL
leadership competencies on their importance to combat performance. Figure 4 shows
the importance ratings given to the platoon leader and platoon sergeant leadership
competencies by service members and squad leaders (N = 49). The difference3 in the
ratings across the two rated positions reveal a definite distinction in the roles of the
platoon leader and platoon sergeant. For the platoon leader, the most important
leadership competencies axe Planning, Decision Making, and 'Tchnical and Tactical
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Proficiency. On the other hand, he is seen as having almost no requireraent for Teaching
and for Motivating subordinates. The image of the platoon leader portrayed in these
ratings is of a strategic planner and manager who has little direct invo&..vement with the
unit members.

The importance ratings given to the platoon sergeant leadership competencies re ,eal
a complementary role. For the platoon sergeant position, service members and squad
leaders saw less dramatic differences in the importance of the various leadership
competencies. The competencies concerned with the direct supervision of subordinates
-•-aching, Motivating Subordinates, Supervision - which were given relry low, "nprt-
tance ratings for the platoon leader position were rated as much higher in im,,,rftance
for the platoon sergeant. Likewise, competencies associated with the plv inn and
decision making functions were rated lower in importance for the platoon sergoant -tian
for the platoon leader.

In the view of their subordinates, then, the leadership requirements of the platoon
leader and platoon sergeant. positions are quite different. In supporting plh ton combat
performance, the platoon leader need only be a managerial specialist, formulating plans
and making strategic decisions. The platoon sergeant, while needing some stills in these
areas as well, needs to be much more proficient in the intexpersonal skillh needed to
develop and direct subordinates.

The importance ratings given to the leadership competencies also revealed thlmt the
ratings given to the competencies were highly dependent on the relationship of the rater
to the rated position. The platoon leader leadership competencies were also rated by
company commanders (N = 9) and the differences in these scor •s compared to those given
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by the service members and squad leaders reveal a much different perspective on the
leadership requirements for the platoon leader position. For purposes of comparison, the
company commander's ratings of the platoon leader leadership competencies are
presented in Figure 5 with those given by the service members and squad leaders. In
several ways, these two sets of ratings are near mirror images of one another. For
example, while Planning was ascribed the most importance in the service member/squad
leader ratings, the company commanders attributed virtually no importance to it. In the
same vein, Decision Making and Technical/Tactical Proficiency were given much lower
importance rating by the company commanders. Conversely, the competencies seen as
least important for the platoon leader by service members and squad leaders (i.e.,
Motivating Subordinates and Teaching) were given high importance ratings by company
commanders.

The inconsistency in the ratings given by the platoon leaders' subordinates and
commanders prevents firm conclusions from being drawn regarding the relative impor-
tance of the various leadership competencies identified by CAL. However, these same
differences reveal an intriguing and potentially important dynamic in the perception of
military leadership roles. It appears that commanders see their subordinate leaders as
having little or no requirement to develop plans or make decisions. They instead see
their subordinate leaders as implementers of decisions made higher in the chain of
command. Subordinates, on the other hand, view these same individuals as principally
involved in planning and decision making and only secondarily concerned with im-
plementation. It would appear that this disparity, if confirmed in later Determinants
research, could have very significant implications for how roles are defined and opera-
tions are conducted in units but also for how junior leaders are developed and supported.

Unit Training Practices

In the months preceding the NTC rotation, units typically intensify their training to
prepare for the exercises. Though this effort's data collection did not intensively focus
on the training methods and practices, it did include sufficient measures of unit training
to allow a preliminary examination of how training figures into the development of unit
combat capability. Specifically, three research questions regarding unit training can be
addressed in analyses of this project's data:

- How is a unit's training emphasis at Home Station related to its perfor-
mance at NTC?

* What is the training value of the NTC rotation itself?

* What impact do trainer methods have on unit outcomes?

The results of the analyses addressing these questions are as follows.

Unit Training Emphasis and NTC Performance

In the data collection, company commanders were asked to describe the quality and
quantity of the training in their units according to the echelon at which the training
occurred. These ratings were compared to platoon NTC performance by aggregating the
platoon NTC performance ratings provided by the OCs into company-level figures.
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Table 8 displays the correlations obtained in comparing these aggregated perfor-
mance scores to the ratings of the quality of training conducted at different echelons. As
shown, a very systematic pattern of results was obtained. Where the training emphasis
in a company was directed at providing high quality individual training, there was a
strong tendency for the platoons in that company to not perform well (r = -0.77, p <
.01). On the other hand, where the company enjoyed a high quality battalion-level
training progTam, the platoons in that company performed well at NTC (r = .74, p .0 1).
Although the correlations at the other echelons were nonsignificant, there is a consistent
pattern of a greater positive relationship of training quality and NTC performance as
the training echelon gets higher.

Quality Rating for Type of Tra nIng .Q ... Cofrelation with Platoon
"NTC Pertormance •

IndivIduat Training " __________ __________:-.77_

Squad/Crew.. .15

Platoon - Level .40

Company -Level ,44

"Batattion - Leveli .74"*II
1: Coapany Comnwnder Rating (N=9) p <.01

2: OC Rating

Table 8. Correlations Between Quality of Training and

Platoon NTC Performance.

Assuming that with finite resources, there is a inherent trade-off between the quality
of trainina at one level with that at another. these results suggest fhlt linit. which chAnn

to (or have to) emphasize the quality of their individual training at the expense of their
higher echelon training, produce platoons with lower combat potential. Conversely, a
higher-level emphasis in training is associated with platoons that are more successful in
combat. This interpretation must be made cautiously, however, due to the small N on
which the results are based.

In apparent contradiction to these results are those achieved with the company
commanders' ratings of the amount of platoon-level and company-level training con-
ducted at in their units, Company commanders were asked to rate the amount of
company-level and platoon-level training that typically occurs in their units for each of
five different missions. The ratings given to the platoon-level training was significantly
and positively associated with the performance of the platoons in the company for four
of the five missions while the rated amount of company-level training was not (see Table
9). These results seem to indicate that a training emphasis at the smaller unit level is a
more productive approach to developing unit combat potential.
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Amount of Mibsion Training Amount of Mission Training
Mission at Platoon Level 1 at Company Level 1

Movement to Contact .55 -.49

Hasty Attack .66" -.44

Deliberate Attack (Day) .67" -.43

Deliberate Attack (Night) .78** .41

Defense .76" .04

I: Couny Gonywdrw Rabrngs (N.9) p - 05
".. p .01

Table 9. Correlations of Platoon NTC Performance with Quantity of Mission

Considering the results presented in Tables 8 and 9 together, it appears that a unit
training emphasis on collective training is preferable over an individual training em-
phasis. However, the exact level at which the training should focus remains unclear in
the present results.

The Ttaitin-g Value of NTA C .Rotati onsI

The primary purpose of NTC is to train units in realistic combat conditions. It can
be expected therefore that as a result of a rotation units and the people within them
should show a higher level of performance.

Company commander and OC ratings were examined to look for evidence of improve-
ment in platoon performance across the rotation. In both cases (see Figures 6 and 7), the
analysis results indicated that the platoons performed better at the end of the rotation
than they did at the rotation's start.

A second line of analysis looked at the contribution of NTC training to individual
proficiency. If NTC instills a higher level of combat proficiency in the individuals who
participate in rotations, it can be expected that units that include a higher percentage
of NTC-experienced personnel should perform better during a rotation. However, as
shown in Table 10 the amount of NTC experience in unit leadership positions was not
significantly associated with unit NTC performance.

This combination of results suggests that while the immediate benefits of NTC to unit
performance is pronounced enough to be discernable in even this limited sample, more
extensive data will be required to investigate the long-term effects of NTC rotations to
Army-wide individual combat skills. Further analyses will need to consider a much
broader range of NTC experience levels and more pronou.aced unit differences in the
proportion of NTC-experienced personnel before firm conclusions can be drawn about
NTC effects on individual combat skill.
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Correlation ivith

Positon Peonnace

CoCdr -.15

lstSgt -.32

PL -.04

P S -.20

Table 10. Correlations Between Unit NTC Per-
formance and Level of NTC Experience
in Categories of Unit PersonneL

Trainer Leadership Style

On a day-to-day basis the application of leadership at the small unit level is concerned
with the conduct of unit training. The interpersonal skills and style typically associated
with leadership are exercised daily by small unit trainers and leaders as they conduct
training and develop individual and collective skills in their unit. This research question
concerns the differences in training styles which can be found among unit trainers and
the impact these differences have on the development of unit potential and performance.

Analyses directed at this research question involved service member responses to
questions on the Pre-rotation survey concerning the training practices of the platoon
leader and the platoon sergeant in their platoons. For individual training and for
collective training, these items asked about the incidence with which each of these
individuals did the following:

* Told the SM what he was doing right

- Told the SM what he was doing wrong

* Told the SM how to improve his performance

• Gave the SM the opportunity to correct mistakes and improve his
performance.

Based on earlier research (e.g., Szilagy, 1980), it can be expected that a training style
that emphasizes positive, supportive coaching will be related to higher soldier motiva-
tion, morale, and unit performance.

The comparisons of unit and leader NTC performance with the Home Station training
practices of the platoon sergeant are presented in Table 11. The correlations shown in
this table indicate that with one exception no direct relationship was found between
platoon sergeant's training practices and unit tactical performance at the NTC. Conver-
sely, with the exception of one item (dealing with the frequency with which the platoon
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PLATOON PLATOON SERGEANT
Mission Overall Mission Overall

Performance Performance Performance Performance

In Individual Trakinkn. " PS:

-TebMe WhatI'm Doing Right .23 .05 .77" .04

-Tens Me What rm Doing Wrong .00 .20 .40 .12

Tegs Me How to Improve Performance .03 .08 .51 * .12.. ..... I................... •. .. ••:: ..: ....-.

Gives Me Opportunity to Correct Mistakes .08 .37" .83 .17
.. .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . • -- - ; - - - . . .

In CollectveTrahlnt. PS:

-Tels Me What Irm Doing Right .27 .00 .80 ... .08
.........................................

,.

Tells Me What I'm Doing Wrong .16 .01 .49 .10

-TelfsMeHowtoImprove Performance .22 .12 .73 .. .15

- Gives Me Opportunity to Correct Mistakes .03 .23 .70 .16

1: Averag* SM resporq . for Plaioon p .05

2: Ns for cor?.labon, range bItw..n 20-27 p<.01

Table 11. Relationship of Unit and PS NTC Performance with PS Training

Feedback.

sergeant tells subordinates about what they're doing wrong), there were consistent and
strong relationships between platoon sergeant training practices and his own effective-
ness during tactical missions. The results found with respect to collective training and
individual training are consistent in showing a much lower relationship between nega-
tive feedback and combat leadership.

Platoon sergeants who are effective combat leaders can therefore be characterized at
Home Station by the nature of the feedback they give during training. They provide their
trainees with a high level of feedback on their performance, stressing the positive features
of the performance and ways in which it can be improved. They do not emphasize their
subordinates' errors and mistakes.

The pattern of results found -with platoon leader training practices (see Table 12) are
much different from those found with regard to the platoon sergeant. In these results,
the significant relationships were restricted to the relationship between training feed-
back provided during individual training and the overall NTC performance of the platoon.
No relationship was found with platoon combat (mission) performance. The training
feedback on subordinate mistakes was again not related to either unit or platoon leader
NTC performance.
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PLATOON PLATOON LEADER

Mission, Overall Mission Overall
Performance Performance Performance Performance

In Individual Training. PL:

-Tells Me What I'm Doing Right .13 .32 .01 .01

-Tells Me What Im Doing Wrong .14 .22 .24 .21

-Tells Me How to Improve Performance .15 .32 " .09 .11

. Gives Me Opportunity to Correct Mistoaies .08 .32 .32 .06

hn Colte•'tirg raininM JPL: ..

- Tells Me What I'm Doing Right .31 .07 .32 .16

- Tells Me What rm Doing Wrong .23 .05 .02 .02

-Tells Me How to Improve Performance .25 .11 .12 .02

- Gives Me Opportunity to Correct Mistakes .17 .26 .08 .U7

1: A~ " SM rsporwe for PRlaoon "p<.
0 5

2: Nx ior coffiga~os raw'. between 15-27

Table 12. Relationship of Unit and PL NTC Performance with PL Training
Feedback.

Since the style with which a leader interacts with his or her subordinates has been
typically found to be associated with subordinate morale and motivation, analyses were
also conducted to look at how the training practices measures were related to platoon
cohesion and job motivation. The results of these analyses are shown in Table 13 (for the
platoon sergeant) and Table 14 (for the platoon leader). Only the summary cohesion
measure's results are presented in these tables, since the pattern of results shown for
this measure represents that found with the six cohesion subscales.

The results in these tables reveal a very strong relationship between the type of
training feedback platoon leaders and platoon sergeants give to their subordinates and
the subordinates motivation and cohesion. In the platoon leader results, the amount of
feedback given on subordinate mistakes is unrelated to either measure of subordinate
affect.

In summary, the analysis results related to this research question are consistent in
suggesting that the style with which small unit trainers and leaders interacts with his
subordinates may be very important in influencing the motivation of their soldiers in
Hcme Station and the bonding of the soldier to his unit. When the training style of
platoon leaders and sergeants goes beyond fault finding and includes more positive
feedback and direct performance coaching the orientation of their soldiers towards their
jobs and units are more positive. Possibly because of this dynamic, this same style
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Figure 13. Correlations Between PS Feedback and Soldier Motivation, Morale,
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Table 14. Correlations Between PL Feedback and Soldier Motivation,

3I Morale, and Cohesion.
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Figure 8. Average Number of Months in Platoon for Categories of Platoon

Personnel.

characterizes platoon sergeants who are successful combat leaders and platoon leaders
of units that perform well at NTC.

Unit Personnel Characteristics

Personnel Turbulence and Unit Tactical Performance

The high rate of personnel turbulence typically found in Army units has long been a
matter of concern for Army leaders and policy makers. It has been held that turbulence,
by undermining acquired collective skills and unit cohesion, undercuts unit combat
potential.

If this is so, it would be especially true of units deploying to NTC since these units
often undergo turbulence above and beyond their normal levels as they prepare for their
rotation. As part of this preparation, NTC-bound units will often "ramp up" their
personnel resources, filling vacant positions with "fillers" - individuals assigned to the
unit specifically for the rotation. Under these conditions, units and crews must assimi-
late and develop new membersjust as they are undergoing an intensive train-up for N-TC.

Data collected in the Pre-rotation questionnaire show that this was in fact the case
among the units examined in this ,. tt. Figure 8 shows the average number of months
platoon personnel reported have been in their current platoon. Among service members
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Figure 9. Percentage of Fillers by Personnel Category.

particularly this figure is quite low, although the average tenure for platoon leaders is
also surprisingly low. One reason for these results is suggested in Figure 9 which shows
the average percentage of personnel in each platoon who reported being assigned to their
unit just for the rotation. Among service members almost 22% report that they are
"fillers".

To assess the relationship of turbulence to unit combat potential, platoon mission
performance at NTC was compared to these turbulence figures. Although the relation-
ship of performance with platoon-level turbulence was not significant, a sizable and
statistically significant relationship (see Figure 10) was found between platoon perfor-
mance and the number of months platoon personnel had bee.n in their company. This
suggests that reassignment of people across platoons within the company is less
detrimental than the introduction of new people from outside the company. As the data
in Figure 10 shows, the turbulence/performance relationship was stronger among squad
leaders than service members. This finding indicates that the negative impact of
turnover among leaders is more severe than among soldiers.

Related to this finding, analyses also revealed that higher performing platoons also
had more senior squad leaders (see Figure 11). Therefore, within the constraints of the
current effort, it appears that experience -- in the Army, in his position, and in his unit
- is a vai, able asset to the small unit leader in leading his unit during tactical exercises.
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DISCUSSION

The results of the present effort have several implications for the continuing research
on the manpower, personnel, and training (MPT) determinants of unit combat perfor-
mance. The limited scope of the present effort of course precludes any conclusions on
how unit Home Station factors operate to effect unit tactical performance. However,
within its constraints, the current effort has served to demonstrate that these factors, as
defined and measured in the Determinants project, do indeed tap into the precursors of
unit combat performance. This suggests that the research paradigm used in this effort
holds considerable promise. With additional data drawn from a broader range of units,
it should prove possible to specify as never before how units can be best manned, led, and
trained for maximum combat readiness.

Beyond this general finding, the results of this effort also include a number of more
specific findings which suggest several very promising areas to study further in the more
extensive efforts to follow in the Determinants project.

The Measurement of Unit Performance

The correlation observed between commanders' and OC's rating of platoon NTC
perfbrmance suggests that small unit combat performance can be reliably measured
through observer ratings. Even though the process of battle - simulated or actual - is
determined by complex interactions of extremely dynamic factors, and even though the
conditions, objectives and performance standards of missions can vary widely across
units and exercises, there is enough agreement in what constitutes success in combat
that independent observers can reach the same conclusion about the effectiveness of a
unit in a particular exercise. This finding provides some assurance that observer ratings
can serve as an acceptable and cost-effective means of assessing unit tactical performance
and as a criterion measure for research in this area.

If subsequent research confirms this finding, it would be of importance for at least
two reasons:

" Training environments which do not enjoy the level of instrumentation
found at the NTC (e.g., the JRTC, ARTEPs) typically rely on observer
judgements as the primary measure of effectiveness in-assessin-g uit-
performance and training needs. By calibrating observer ratings against
NTC digital performance data, it should prove possible to provide ob-
server guidelines and rating guides for use in such situations.

" This finding supports the use of observer ratings as an alternate for, or
supplement to, NTC digital performance measures in research on the
determinants of combat performance. By broadening the scope of the
performance measures used in this research, a fuller analysis of the
Home Station determinants of that performance would be possible.
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Leadership

The results of this effort support the idea that combat leadership is a significant
component of, or contributor to, unit combat performance. At least two lines of analysis
point to a relationship between leadership and unit performance:

° Observer/Controllers who directly observed the exercises cited leader-
ship as very important to the exercises' outcomes

*Substantial correlations were observed between direct ratings of platoon
leadership and the quality of the platoons' tactical performance. Fur-
ther, these correlations held up when these two sets of ratings were
provided by different raters at different points in time.

Though the former result may be only a reflection of a shared belief of leadership's
importance among Army personnel, the latter result gives stronger evidence of a leader-
ship/performance relationship. The data is less clear, however, on the nature of this
relationship and the unit dynamics by which it is produced.

One unclear area which hinders easy interpretation of the leadership results is the
murky relationship between Home Station platoon leadership, as rated by unit members
and leaders, and the combat leadership observed and rated at NTC by OCs. While combat
leadership showed a sizable relationship to unit performance, there was no strong
association between that performance and Home Station leadership. Further, Home
Station leadership was not directly related to leadership displayed at NTC. These results
suggest that the attributes and skills that define effective Home Station leadership are
quite different from those that constitute combat leadership. Just what these differences
are is left indistinct by the present results, however. Indeed, the present data provide
some insight into the nature of only combat leadership and even here, discrepancies exist
in the data.

For the platoon leader at least, the data show that the definition of effective combat
leadership varies by the position of the individual providing that definition. Subor-
dinates see the position being that of a removed planner and manager while superiors
sees its role as one of a motivator of subordinates and implementer of others' plans and
decisions. This result raises the prospect that that this difference in perspective is not
unique to the platoon leader position, but rather is a single instance of a larger pattern
extending across all leadership positions. Is it in fact the case that leaders in general
require their subordinate leaders only to motivate and guide their personnel and see no
need or opportunity for independent decision making? Do subordinates see the combat
function of higher leaders being only that of tactical planning and not look to them for
motivation and guidance? If this were so, then it is problematic in at least two ways.
First,it would leave the nature of combat leadership ambiguous and dependent on
individual perceptions. Such a lack of consensus in the requirements of combat leader-
ship would be a considerable obstacle to any research seeking to study its development
and effects. Secondly, it would present a serious problem for leader development in units,
for how are senior leaders to develop their subordinate leaders if they do not appreciate
the full range of skills their subordinates require for effective combat leadership?

In the case of the platoon sergeant position, this effort's data on leadership style gives
some insight into the nature of effective combat leadership. Specifically, the results of
this research show that platoon sergeants who were effective at NTC displayed a
characteristic leadership style while training their subordinates at Home Station. They
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provided more positive feedback and took more pains to coach their soldiers on how to
improve their performance. Interestingly, the amount of feedback platoon sergeants gave
on their subordinates' mistakes and errors was unrelated to their effectiveness as combat
leaders. This suggests that while all leaders provide feedback on subordinates' mistakes,
effective combat leaders go beyond this to guide and encourage their subordinates to
develop their skills. This style of interaction appears not only to induce higher motiva-
tion, cohesion, and morale among their soldiers at Home Station but also to carry over
to support the leaders' effectiveness during tactical exercises at NTC.

There are at least two possible dynamics by which this can occur:

The platoon sergeant's leadership style not only is more effective in
developing soldiers' skills but also fosters soldier motivation, morale and
vertical cohesion at Home Station. In this way the platoon sergeant
produces the very same positive conditions (high subordinate ability and
motivation) that support the subsequent effectiveness of his leadership
at NTC (Blades, 1986; Fiedler, et al, 1979).

e The the abilities and leadership style which underlies the platoon
sergeant's capacity to inspire and motivate his soldiers at Home Station
are the same ones which he applies with the same effect at NTC.

Of these two possibilities, the former seems more probable since if the latter explana-
tion were true, we would expect to observe a significant positive correlation between
platoon sergeants' Home Station and NTC leadership, a result that was not obtained in
the present effort.

Unit Personnel Characteristics

The present results support an idea that has been widely held among Army leaders -
that personnel stability is an important condition for developing unit capability. The
stability of unit personnel, and especially of small unit leaders, was substantially related
to unit tactical performance at NTC. If confirmed in later research, this result would
support Army policies and programs (e.g., the COHORT program) designed to further
unit readiness by reducing unit turnover.

Army programs such as these would benefit from more detailed research on
turbulence's effects. In addition to confirming the relationship between unit turbulence
and performance, future research should be directed at identifying the mechanism(s) by
which this relationship is obtained and the variables which moderate its size. For
example, with more extensive samples of units, future efforts in the Determinants project
attention could be usefully directed at research questions such as:

• Does turnover undermine unit performance by reducing collec-
tive skills? Earlier research (Army Training Study, 1978; Funk, 1980)
has suggested that personnel turbulence constrains progressive training
and the development of collective skills, thereby diminishing unit
capability. In the present effort, two results are consistent with this
proposition: (1) units that were able to devote resources in collective
training were more successful at NTC; and (2) units with high turnover
performed less well. However, with the limited data available in this
effort, it has not been possible to examine the interactive effects of
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turnover and collective training on performance. Future, more exten-
sive, research is needed to examine these effects.

- Does turnover effect unit tactical performance by reducing unit
cohesion? Unit stability is widely held (e.g., Henderson, 1983, Johns
et al, 1984) to be a necessary precondition for cohesion among unit
members. Cohesion in turn is held to be an important contributor to unit
performance, particularly under stress. Since the scope of the present
effort did not allow a test of this model, future research conducted on
larger and wider samples will need to address this possible mechanism
linking unit turbulence to unit performance.

* At what levels is turbulence most disruptive? It is of course
impossible to eliminate turbulence entirely from Army units since some
level of reassignments, retirements, promotions, etc. will always occur
and necessitate turnover of unit personnel. Additionally, the ad-
ministrative and managerial efforts and costs of reducing turbulence
increase sharply with greater attempted turbulence reductions. If, as
the present results indicate, personnel turbulence reduces unit effective-
ness, the Army will need to make informed decisions on how and how
much to reduce turbulence, balancing the estimated readiness gains
against the costs of such actions. To guide such decisions, future re-
search efforts on unit NTC performance will need to assess the perfor-
mance of units who have trained under widely varying levels of
turbulence to determine the performance decrement associated with
varying levels of turnover at each echelon level.

* In what positions is turbulence most disruptive? The results of the
present effort indicated that turnover among small unit leaders was
more closely associated with lower unit performance than turbulence
among service members. This implies that it may be possible to reduce
turbulence's effect on performance by keying turbulence reduction efforts
to certain positions. If this were possible, the benefits of lower turbulence
could be reaped at significantly less cost than efforts to reduce turbulence
across all unit positions. Further research will be necessary therefore to
identify the unit performance decrement associated with turbulence in
various types of positions in different unit types.

Conclusions

This effort's results have demonstrated the value of research examining the contribu-
tion of personnel and training factors to unit tactical performance. Even with the low
sensitivity of analyses on a limited sample, this effort identified several potential
relationships between units' performance in simulated combat and the personnel and
training factors which characterize them at their Home Station. Prominent among these
factors are:

* Unit Turnover

- Small Unit Combat Leadership

- Collective Training
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For full application in guiding Army decisions and initiatives to improve unit readi-
ness, the present results will need to be verified and extended in the more extensive
efforts to follow in the Determinants project.
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SURVEY A

I INSTRUICTIONS a

This survey has several sections. Each section contains
different tynpe of questions, statements, and regponee. Read
to .w instructions carefully Ln each section before responding to
the questions or statimments. Thn rsed each questo•n or
statseent and all of their response choices carefully before
aoloctinq an answer. You vwil be asked to respond in one of
three ways.

o.. You will be asked to CZk O the L that matches your

What is your lavoritse sort?

A. Football
5: Track
C. zasebsll
n. Basketball
E. None of the above

if Football is your choice c•rcle the lettesr

2. You viil be asked to plece the L]= that matches your

response choice in a •J that appears next to tooe item

F 7ootbal.l is my favorite sport.

The rosponse choices for this item amght be.

A. STRONGLY AGREE
a, AGREE
C. BORDERLINE
D. DISAGREE
E. STRONGLY DISAGREE

If you •¶3 ,,LYAfRttht Footbal' •s ypr lavorzte spvrt,
indicate your response by placing the lýetter & in the box, i.e.,

Football is my favorite $port.

I Ut

3. You vwii be asked to your answer on the LI1 to
the ieft of the questiont

Now many football games did you watch art television last
w-a'nd?

It ym watched 2 football games during the weekend, you
ould that response on the line, i.e.,

1 4 Now many football games did you watch on television last

If you have any questions now, or while you are filling out the

survey, please ask for help.

Please turn the page and begin the survey.
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